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Ready To Find Out How T-Mobile For Business 
Can Support Your T&L Organization’s Goals?  
 
Learn More Today.

42% of drivers have seen fewer safety incidents since 
using fleet management18

2nd: T&L ranking in terms of fatal work injuries by industry17
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Telematics and fleet management platforms growing in adoption

A new era in visibility: what artificial intelligence (AI) and machine 
learning can do

Support vehicle 
maintenance

Predict shipping 
volumes

Improve route 
optimization

Meeting a critical need

Real-time visibility

Greater visibility powered by T-Mobile 5G

of logistics and shipping providers believe that the lack of supply chain visibility is one 
of the biggest challenges in the industry today3

GPS devices are used to 
monitor fleet vehicles, drivers, 
service workers, and assets1

of fleets have already 
recouped their 
telematics investment2
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95% of interstate highway miles covered on our 
5G network, preparing you for the future of fleet 
management powered by 5G

95% of supply chain planning vendors will rely on machine learning 
models by 20236

An increasing number of organizations feel like data-driven decision-making is 
crucial to supply chain activities

Boosting performance with mission-critical data for 
drivers, operators, managers

of shippers7 of third-party logistics firms8

98%93% 

12% boost in productivity and reduction in labor cost 
with telematics10

Adjusting workflows and removing bottlenecks with 
fleet management solutions and end-to-end supply 
chain visibility platforms

America’s largest and fastest 5G network covers more 
interstate highway miles than our competitors

Smarter decision-making

T-Mobile 5G

5G speeds 5X faster than our 4G LTE nationwide  
to seamlessly connect T&L ecosystems

5G networks can deliver high-bandwidth data transfer capabilities with ultra-low latency 
to help prevent accidents.

Robotics
Loading and unloading to 
transfer goods

Autonomous fleets
Transport with minimal physical 
human interaction

Machine learning + augmented reality to enhance 
the driver experience and improve capabilities

Driver facial recognition and authentication 

Real-time micro traffic

Weather forecasting and preparedness

Dashboards for dispatch and operations

$3.6 billion 40% of T&L expenses are 
related to driver operations23potential cost savings with new 

connected vehicle technologies to  
help prevent accidents22

Deploying cost-saving innovation

Cutting costs while preventing accidents

Fleet management solutions
To understand delays, ensure adequate vehicles/assets to 
reduce downtime and deadheading

Asset tracking
To monitor shipments, pallets, and individual goods 
throughout the entire supply chain 

Telematics
To provide insights for engine diagnostics or vehicle 
performance related to brakes, tire pressure, and other 
component-level metrics

Predictive analytics
To foresee traffic, accidents, or vehicle breakdowns, and 
suggest efficient responses

Drones
For last-mile delivery, security, and data-gathering to boost 
efficiencies

Smart cameras
To detect intruders, left-behind objects, and suspicious 
activities

$217.1 billion $113.2 billion

Machine-to-machine (M2M) communication promotes efficiencies and reduces costs with:

The next five years of 5G in T&L will drive: 24

30%25%

10-20% additional value created by data-driven digital 
transformation initiatives9

Improving Safety

Reducing Costs

Speed

50% of global enterprises have invested in real-time 
transportation-visibility platforms4

Pairing telematics + fleet management platforms with  
5G will provide real-time information on

Position

Fuel consumption

Component diagnostics

50% of supply chain organizations will invest in AI and advanced 
analytics capabilities through 20245

Data-driven decisions: industry adoption

Data synthesis

A dangerous industry

Monitoring driver locations

Preventing accidents with connected safety solutions

Coverage and speed with T-Mobile 5G so you’ll be ready  
for the 5G future of fleet management

11-50% reduction in collisions19

Left-hand turn assist

Blindspot warnings Intersection movement 
assistance

Forward-collision detection
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Protecting drivers with connected and automated vehicles

Helping to prevent accidents with 5G-powered solutions

Automation: scaling back on human intervention for safer operations

What 5G and automation will do for workers

Connected traffic-management solutions

More efficient travel25

Road infrastructure (V2I)

Other vehicles (V2V)

Pedestrians or cyclists (V2P)

Power grids (V2G)

Wireless networks (V2N)Cellular vehicle-to-everything (C-V2X)

Enhancing Visibility

Enhancing Visibility

1  Enhancing Visibility

2  Optimizing Performance

3  Improving Safety

4  Reducing Costs

Here’s How T-Mobile® For 
Business Can Help Fuel An 
Industry Transformation—

And

Mitigating Risk By 
Surfacing Mission-
Critical Metrics

Optimizing Performance

Turning Data 
Into Actionable 
Insights

Boosting 
Monitoring 
And Powering 
New Solutions

Optimizing Performance

Seamless 
Connectivity  
And New Ways  
Of Working

Data can be 
consumed in 
real time

5G will enable greater connectivity

Increasing productivity

Augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR)

Fleet electrification

Autonomous fleets

productivity gains after pairing use cases like automation, robotics, and connected 
workers with 5G and other enabling technologies11

availability daily range15 operating cost reduction16

98% potential vehicle uptime performance when using 
electric vehicles (EVs)14

A way to address T&L’s driver shortage, 
better manage costly last-mile delivery 
efforts, and improve overall efficiency

20-30%

24/7 2X 40%

Remote training and maintenance12

15-35% boost in efficiency from using AR13

Enhanced opportunities 
for optimizing asset 
management

Instant communication 
with all supply chain 
partners

Better data 
visibility to improve 
decision-making

Improving Safety

Helping To Protect  
Drivers And Assets

Reimagining  
Safety Through  
New Solutions

Streamlining Tasks  
And Processes

Reducing Costs

Revolutionizing  
The Transfer Of 
People And Goods

5G potential

in additional industry revenues

reduction in traffic 
congestion

reduction in idling at 
intersections

in added GDP contributions

Reimagining T&L with connected infrastructure and smart cities

Big data
To increase transparency throughout the ecosystem, 
optimize processes, increase customer loyalty and 
retention, and expand/create revenue streams from new 
and existing products.

Robotics
To organize and transport products. Robots offer greater 
levels of uptime over manual labor, leading to major 
productivity gains and higher profitability.

AI
To scan traffic patterns, optimizing routes, minimizing 
emissions, and helping reduce accidents. AI is creating 
opportunities to make transport safer, more reliable, 
more efficient, and cleaner.

Automated platoons
To address the industry’s driver shortage through connected 
vehicles. Automated platoons provide benefits through fuel 
savings, cost reduction, and driver safety.

These exciting tech-enabled solutions, powered by 5G, will enhance 
the driver and operator experience—boosting critical efficiencies 
while adding to the bottom line.

4,000 210,000
lives potentially saved per year 20 accidents prevented per year 21

90% 

16M+ 2/3

Pioneering With 5G:  
Transportation  
& Logistics (T&L)

Right asset Right person Right time Better decision-
making to boost 
efficiencies

Ability to upskill and train employees+
Revenue growth opportunities+

Operational efficiencies+
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